TMT
A Blockchain Powered Learning Platform
Focused on peer to peer growth
&
Information sharing within the blockchain industry.

INTRODUCTION
The TMT ecosystem is tasked with solving the problem of user interaction with cryptocurrency
exchanging and utilisation. As a result, the platform focuses on locating up-to-date top blockchain news &
information, continuously reporting on trading market to share cryptocurrency pricing data scanned from of a
magnitude of exchange platforms, and a library of self serve options that ensure every member is learning and
growing at their own pace equipped with an array of educational lessons and self-help demonstrations. The
platform includes social media outreach & advertising options for developing blockchain ecosystems to gain
exposure within the industry and have a community share their inputs.Additionally, the platform shows users
how crypto-currencies can be utilized in daily activities by gamifying the technology, utilizing a token for
individual functions within.
The platform is designed to lower the threshold of entry for new users and reduce the amount of knowledge
required in the field of accessing cryptocurrencies, digital assets and adapting to blockchain technologies in
everyday life as a consumer category of virtual, fungible digital goods.
Unlike other existing social platforms, TMT has developed a set of tools and services, with inspirations from the
community, explaining and teaching these methods to newcomers of blockchain technology while utilizing it’s
own cryptographic token throughout the platform for malleable demonstrations and access to premium features
seamlessly. This token may also be utilized as a reward based system for engaging in different aspects of the
platform's functionality for testing or experimentation purposes. The platform allows you to start using and learn
about blockchain technology after a few simple steps, regardless of the availability to cryptocurrency, the level of
understanding towards crypto-trading and utilization of such digital assets or blockchain technology in your area,
as it is available from anywhere in the world.
This paper discusses the current status and future plans of the TMT ecosystem. It aims to demonstrate how
we are using our developed expertise to make cryptocurrency and blockchain technology easy and
accessible for everyone of all ages, across the globe.

DISCLAIMER

✔ The TMT team and it’s users of the platform are aware of the possible risks associated with utilizing virtual
currencies, crypto-trading and cryptocurrency in general. These risks may include a total loss of any funds or
purchases at any time. All users access and execute transactions with cryptocurrency doing so at their own risk,
and only when these conditions are met, should they utilize such services. No information should be taken
directly as financial advice and should only be utilised for educational purposes.
✔ TMT does not endorse the purchase of such digital technologies, however TMT may provide information to
users which they can utilize with extreme caution at their own discretion. It is highly recommended to do your
own research and never put faith in any independent opinions.
✔ TMT Tokens are utilized for the sole purpose as a utility for participation in TMT services, and TMT Tokens
hold no rights or ownership of TMT or its social network. TMT Tokens are sold on the platform as a functional
utility option only and all proceeds received by TMT may be spent freely by TMT for any developments, absent
any conditions. TMT tokens must be known to hold no inherent value outside of the TMT ecosystem.
✔ Users that purchase or use TMT Tokens may withdraw or remove such tokens from their wallet account at
any time and do as they wish with such tokens by paying a small transactional fee to broadcast a transaction
on the live blockchain network. Have it be known, these tokens hold no inherent value outside this social
platform,with no general use and such tokens are only created or utilized as fungible options for utilising
premium services within the social network.

✔ No promises of future performance, or value, is or will be made with respect to TMT Tokens , including no
guarantee of inherent value in the future, and no guarantee that TMT Tokens will hold any particular value
outside of the platform. Only once participants fully understand and accept the nature of the TMT Tokens sole
functionality on the social network, and the possible risks associated with purchasing any cryptocurrency,
should they begin to purchase such cryptocurrencies.
✔ TMT is responsive and will work with any regulators as required, moving forward. As of the white paper
publication date, TMT tokens have no known or developed potential uses outside of the TMT Social Network
and may or may not become a tradeable utility on peer to peer exchanging services solely for the purpose of
allowing individuals to trade such fungible tokens amongst themselves.
✔ Participation in purchasing TMT Tokens carries considerable risk that should be recognized and may involve
risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of such an investment or money spent. Do not
participate in purchasing TMT Tokens unless you are prepared to lose the amount allocated to purchasing TMT
Tokens. TMT will offer no refunds, reimbursement or platform credit for lost or mishandled tokens.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL FRAMEWORK
For the first time in history, an immutable, decentralized ledger exists on a global scale, eliminating the
need for middlemen, complex auditing systems, and long settlement times. Open (permissionless) protocols
mean settlements no longer depend on connecting fragmented legacy systems. Additionally, because the
ledger is append-only (existing records are immutable), it provides a high degree of accountability, with
blockchain timestamping built-in. The most commonly used methods for ensuring consensus on a blockchain
are Proof of Work and Proof of Stake. They ensure truthful consensus by making the costs of manipulating the
network greater than the profit to be made from such deceitful transactions.
TMT is backed by the latest Blockchain Technology that executes functions via smart-contract calling. Without
the need for human interference or execution, you can assure all transactions within the ecosystem will be
precisely executed by artificial intelligence with guaranteed results.

SUMMARY
TMT is the result of having frustration with traditional learning methods, the difficulty of accessing
blockchain information seamlessly in one location, while holding a desire to contribute to the overall growth of
blockchain technology and how users access informative content, with a system that anyone can participate in
and benefit from individually, at their own pace .
It all began when I decided to start using and getting involved in cryptocurrencies in early 2011. However, the
further I immersed myself in blockchain technology, the more lost and confused I initially became, due to lack of
access to information, guidance and lack of avenues to learn at an economical rate. The barriers for entry
seemed huge and the odds were stacked in the opposing favor.
After years of learning as the technology grew, understanding the struggles attached to explaining and
understanding the technology with newcomers and with some global networking, I gained what seemed like
unparalleled experience, understanding and expertise of the technology and how it can be adapted in real
world situations. I came to the realisation of the potential for a platform such as TMT Social Network. With
gaining experience in user growth/demand, concepting developments and a passion to expand the ease of
access to information, I had a vision to develop an automated cryptocurrency-focused social network &
information centre, like no other.
This platform would operate so that it would be available to anyone at anytime of any expertise level. The
platform should include everything from the ability to share and learn from others in a social medium similar to,
Facebook, integrated with a live chat system connecting everyone seamlessly, a news section to keep up to
date on important factors, video tutorials and how-to’s for easy learning, consulting options with verified peers
so that everyone can have their questions answered promptly with weighted opinions, demonstrating use-case
of the technology via creative gamified systems, all with being tokenized to a blockchain for full transparency
and decentralization of the services and functionality offered, increasing the rate of which individuals can learn
and utilize blockchain technology hands on.
As an individual, I am passionate and excited – not only about making the TMT Social Network a success
– but also about achieving success for others, by understanding how to utilize cryptocurrencies and blockchain
technologies in their day to day lives, and how the world begins to rapidly learn in regards to digital currencies
and distributed public ledgers. With the TMT social network, I will have the ability to expedite my goals of
expanding blockchain understanding and general public use of such technologies.
Our group of technology experts are dedicated to working collectively to deliver the list of great features,
enhancements and functionalities outlined in our road maps. TMT has a rapidly growing network of collaborators
who are eager to contribute and become part of the chain.
Getting this far has been an amazing journey and reaching our first goal has been a big milestone. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank all of our passionate and devoted community, and public advisors for their help
and guidance along the way.

PROBLEM
In late 2017, a sharp surge of new crypto traders are boosting trading volumes and rates of almost every
alternative cryptocurrency (altcoins) and Bitcoin itself. That also makes prices of some altcoins more volatile
than before, while constantly growing Bitcoin rates keep increasing traders’ stress levels costing individuals
more money to purchase less digital values. With new Altcoins coming on the rise, Bitcoin is losing its share in
total crypto market capitalisation despite its increasing value.
Market capitalizations of some altcoins have already exceeded hundreds of thousands of dollars, and that’s only
the beginning. It’s impossible to factor in all the trends, events and sub-reddits that shape the markets each day.
Making a good trade in cryptocurrency can be difficult even for experienced traders, let alone newcomers. New
traders don’t recognise market trends occuring and can’t make good trading decisions based on lowexperience, which they haven’t been provided a chance to obtain differently. For people who just have started to
trade cryptocurrencies, the “what to buy” , “where to go” and “what project to trust” problem is now more
important than ever.
TMT has a goal to provide the most revolutionary cryptocurrency social network platform that the world and
blockchain has ever seen. One that is automatic, intelligent, self-serving to the fullest extent, quick and easy to
use while remaining accessible for all customers, regardless of their background, cryptocurrency experience or
knowledge.
Users can learn the basics to trade cryptocurrencies by using our learning courses. This technology allows
users the availability to begin understanding the market and grow their skills without counterparty risk. TMT
connects inexperienced individuals to the information they need to advance their decision making. Once a
wallet account is created, users gain access to a wide range of opportunities - whether through direct
consulting access with peers, educational videos & how-to’s to get started, or informative news from verified
sources.
These options require no analyst skills, no previous crypto-currency experience and no in-depth
knowledge of cryptocurrencies. TMT is suitable for anyone who wants to trade and purchase in the
cryptocurrency market but does not have the relevant skills or the time to research scattered market
information all day long.

WHAT IS TMT
TMT is an user-friendly payment gateway built with blockchain technology. Utilizing the TMT knowledge
base in day to day activity should help reduce the probability of human error and emotional decision making
while executing trading tactics, and most importantly, it saves you from having to navigate a magnitude of
online ecosystems to gather information on blockchain technology and news.
Newcomers of blockchain technology can begin to understand and execute transactions based on blockchain
hands on with our native TRON based TRC-10 and TRC-20 token, Crypto Currency. This allows complete
beginners options to learn with confidence and ease by accessing, and utilizing new technologies from day one
with no financial risks.
Inside the TMT ecosystem, community members will be able to share cryptocurrency information, collaborate
insight & reviews on new blockchain technologies, and ask questions amongst their peers while learning how to
utilize these technologies in their everyday lives.
Users will also be able to “like”, “comment”, “share” and “rate” content on the platform for a weighted opinion on
the validity of shared data. This will allow for unbiased decision making and a truly engaged community system.

WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT TMT
TMT OFFERS THE FOLLOWING;
• A blockchain social network that allows users to learn, discuss and connect with other
individuals utilizing the technologies.
• Crash course training on how to utilize and understand the technology, set-up tutorials,
and trading explanations with detailed descriptions of what is actually occurring and what
to look for on your own when trading.
• Direct consulting access with peers on a variety of topics
• Market pricing directory enables users to track values of selected crypto currencies.
• An integrated blockchain fungible asset for enabling premium functionality that allows users
to get comfortable with technology without engaging in unforeseen inherent risks affiliated
with utilizing blockchain technology.
• decentralized smart contract application DAPP - to gamify the blockchain experience.
• A public forum dedicated to collaborating and developing group decision making

HOW DO YOU ACCESS TMT
Domain- You may access TMT Social Network directly through our domain. We’ve created a fast and
simple sign-up process for you. Because TMT never holds any actual fiat currency, we don’t need to perform
any lengthy identification checks on users, so customers can be up and running in a matter of minutes to
purchase tokens. Simply create your account, then follow the simple step-by-step instructions to connect your
wallet and access Crypto Currency using TRX to enable access to the premium services on the network or
deposit tokens to your personal wallet, purchased from a P2P exchange to gain access to our premium TMT
services.

HOW DO YOU USE Crypto Currency, and TMT
Once you’ve funded your wallet with Crypto Currency, you can begin utilizing the key premium functions
of the platform. Though premium services and tokens are not required to utilize the platform in its origin,
members are encouraged to hold tokens at all times for personal education methods and gaining access to
premium sectors such as gamification
From time to time, tokens may be given for free to community members for participating in events or user activity
as a reward. These tokens will also be offered for free to all users in small increments to allow basic functionality
of the platform, if needed.
With Crypto Currency,you will gain access to a variety of premium services which includes access to our
member-only trade analysis, where community members collaborate decision making with real-time trends, you
can review past trading studies and descriptions,or study specific coin analysis results within the market.
If you wish to engage with trading crypto assets,users can trade Crypto Currency with other users
on the DEX platforms available. Bear in mind, this is at your own risk and involves inherent risks associated
with trading.
In the news sector of the platform,users will find an array of information based articles and updates
occurring within different industries of blockchain. These sectors are updated daily via widget programming from
verified news sources. TMT announcements, and sponsored press releases, purchasable as Premium Media,
are also displayed on this section of the platform.
Navigate to the Education sector of the platform, and you will discover a library of free, and premium
educational content. Feel free to browse your preferences of education within the blockchain topics. If you wish to
submit personal content to knowledge others, send an email to support to get your content reviewed, get
rewarded, and share the information content with the community.
Our premium members Market Analysis is available to premium subscription members only. In this
page, you will find community collaborated market trend studies with future predictions of value performance.
Many members enjoy contributing to the productivity of other traders and information is updated weekly with
new trends being revealed. Submit content or tip other analysts with tokens for their positive decision making
and contributions to the community.
Gamification Center is where users can engage with fun games to begin to understand use case for
blockchain technology. These games require consumption of Crypto Currency to play. However, Most games
will enable you with risk-methods to acquire additional Crypto Currency, but also include risks to reduce your
available Crypto Currency.
The Coin Ranking category of the platformis accessible 24/7 at no cost to all users. This field allows
users to study market trends on their own time and evaluate pricings throughout the market of cryptocurrencies.
These services within this page are provided in partnership with CoinRanking.com. Users are free to explore
data on alternative cryptocurrencies, access introductory websites for such crypto-asset communities, review
verified social profiles for connecting, and gain access to conversion calculators for ensuring your exchange
values are accurate and much more.

Premium Media page is available as a paid-only service for piloting blockchain infrastructures seeking
media options in a competitive industry. Whether it be press release coverage, advertisements, community
outreach marketing & etc, for upcoming blockchain communities, individuals can purchase seamlessly to gain
marketing partnerships and expand their public outreach.

Management Team
The founding members of TMT comprise of Techno Business Executives, IT Architects, blockchain
developers, investors with profound knowledge of regulations, and current crypto markets and its operating
ambience, order matching processes and trade algorithms. With an average of more than 5-years of professional
experience, the team has significant exposure to trading, business development, planning, finance, database dev
ops, quant-trading and business management.

People behind TMT

The team is comprised of multi-skilled professionals that have worked with each other in various
capacities and became friends. This joins the project that everyone in the team is highly passionate about. This is
the time when everyone dreams big and goes big. Most of the team has already worked together scaling
solutions that reached millions of users and stumbled upon the need to educate them, whereas some others
have worked on the educational initiatives experience, which can be directly applied to TMT.
Bento Ribeiro, CEO, co-founder
4 years in software engineering. Blockchain advocate. Person behind the success of webhost world’s.
Danielius Delion, CBO, co-founder
the leading management consulting firm in Eastern Europe.
Ervinas Nile, CLO, co-founder
Ervinas is a FinTech fan and has extensive practice in related fields of corporate, intellectual property and
business transaction law questions as well.

*Together, we’re going to change the world*

